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Professional Dialogue
There’s not enough opportunity.

Try Blogging!

Create your own Professional 
Learning and converse with 

educators all around the globe.



  



  

Tracking 48.5 million blogs

A search for the term “education” 
– 2.5 million blogs

Educators are using blogs as a 
way to reflect, share and learn.



  

Time for a personal story
• From this… …..to this.



  

June 2005

What are the emerging technologies that 
will be important in education?



  

I discovered educational blogging.



  

Via Steve’s blogroll, I started 
building my network….



  

I discovered more promising blogs..

From reading bloggers’ posts and 
following their links
Their blogrolls 

Their public Bloglines accounts



  

So I started my own to harness 
the power of RSS



  

Meanwhile I posted about…

• My work
• My ideas about education

• New ideas
• Notes from T&D sessions, conferences

• Responses to other bloggers
• Initiatives and projects

• Creations and inspirations!



  

I made time to comment on other 
education blogs…



  

Comments started to appear on my 
blog…



  

…and so the conversation started 
to gain momentum…



  



  

Networked Learning



  

What's In This For Educators? 

• Opportunity for online presence without 
technical knowhow

• Professional dialogue with others 
worldwide when you want it on topics of 
your own choosing

• “Big picture" perspective
• Find out about new technologies and 

practices first 
• Solve your own education based problems 

while contributing solutions for others. 



  

Give a little… 

Photo credit: Gifts
by Hummy
Flickr Creative Commons 
Images

…get a lot in return.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/hummy/3420967/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/hummy/


  

What's the potential? 

• Grassroots influence on future directions 
here in South Australia

• Teachers making better use of their time 
by sharing resources and ideas

• Gain experience in the openness of Web 
2.0 technologies so that students gain the 
benefit of informed, net savvy teachers 
modelling appropriate use in their learning 

• Teachers having access to their own just-
in-time Professional Learning 



  

Blogging is here to stay.

It can transform your Professional Learning.

Our students are going to use these 
technologies whether we engage or not.

They need powerful role models who 
demonstrate best use.



  



  


